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Storytelling Across the World

About StoryTech:

Every year, the International Broadcasting Convention (IBC) gathers

Keeping up with the pace of change in

over 50,000 top creators, storytellers, technology inventors and
innovators to Europe to share the latest and greatest the Broadcast
industry has to offer. Whether its discovering the sexiest screens,
using new technology to protect content from piracy or finding the
best cameras to capture the picture, IBC has the tools and techniques
to keep modern creators up to date.
This year the show floor will include over 1,700 exhibitors from around
the world with products, experiences and thought leadership that
will lead the way in our content driven world. The entire media value
chain will be explored with 90 sessions and over 400 expert speakers
covering production and post, distribution and monetization and
everything in between.

technology + media is fundamental toward
understanding evolving consumer behavior
and tastes. This is the foundation of the
work we do for storytellers—whether they
be brands, advertising agencies, networks,
studios, or new-model content companies.
From there, StoryTech partners closely
with clients to develop these learnings into
meaningful business strategies, test-andlearn roadmaps, and managed technology
trials. Don’t miss the next wave of tech in
your industry! Reach out post-Infocomm to
begin planning your curated Seek to Solve
Workshop.

© 2017 StoryTech. Trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
All rights reserved.

Trend: THE POWER OF FANS
The Next Studio will be Owned by Fans
The 2016 changes to United States crowdfunding laws (i.e. the
JOBS Act allowing start-up companies to solicit investments from
the general public) has opened the floodgates for new global
crowdfunding as other countries explore loosening up restrictions to
create more opportunities. World Bank estimates that crowdfunding
will hit the $90 billion mark by 2020 and could reach those levels as
early as 2017 if growth continues at the current clip.1

LegionM.com

The Entertainment industry is one of the main beneficiaries
of crowdfunding, with studios exploring new models to fund
projects, and many of the main investments coming from fans.
Entertainment studio Legion M, founded by entertainment moguls
Paul Scanlan and Jeff Annison, is offering fans an opportunity to buy
a financial stake in the company for as little as $100. The goal of the
company is not merely to raise money, but also to gather legions
of dedicated fans with creative input and financial skin in the game
before the content is even created. Legion M has gone on to create
other unique opportunities for fan involvement including a “Pitch
Elevator” at Stan Lee’s Comic Con where over 400 lucky fans each
recorded a 2-minute pitch for a new show. The idea generated
so much interest that Legion M has since pitched the concept to
Legendary Entertainment as the basis for a reality television series,
further blurring the lines for how content deals are done in 2017.2

Big Data Plays a Role3
Techopedia: Crowdfunders benefit from these data inputs:
• What are currently the most popular types of projects?
• What are the statuses of similar projects, and have
they been successful?
• If they were successful, then what method of
crowdfunding did they use?
• What was the size of their supporter base?

Payments and Piracies
Some of the same fans who will rush out to support a show’s website
or even finance its production are also the ones who may eagerly
download leaked copies of the scripts or even entire episodes of their
favorite shows. In one of the most dramatic attacks in recent history,
at the beginning of August 2017, hackers stole 1.5 terabytes from
HBO’s US servers. (For comparison’s sake, the 2014 Sony attack
was about one-seventh this size, and the studio is still reeling.) On
August 5, the hackers posted five Game of Thrones scripts and
demanded a ransom in bitcoin (see below).4 So how do you incent
fans to wait for non-pirated versions of content to come out? And
how do you incent them to pay for the content?
HollywoodReporter.com

1 - LegionM.com 25/8/17
2 - “Fan-funded disrupter Legion M is coming for Hollywood” Film Daily, 22/3/17

3 - “How Big Data Is Influencing Crowdfunding” Techopedia.com, 15/8/16
4 -“An Ongoing Timeline of the HBO Hack…” Slashfilm.com, 25/8/17
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BlackmagicDesign.com

The New Kid on the Blockchain

Everybody’s a Filmmaker

Another phenomenon that will benefit the crowd is blockchain
technology. Blockchain is a distributed computing technology
that is more secure and more transparent than typical computing
systems where data is all stored in one place. Blockchain is a key
component of Bitcoin — an alternative money system also known as
cryptocurrency. Cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin simplify the process by
providing a single, 'crowd-consensus' currency available worldwide.
Blockchain technology is particularly useful in a digital world where
buyers and sellers hope to deal directly with one another. Blockchain
can also revolutionize the world of contract negotiation where
contracts can be built collaboratively and transparently (where all
changes can be seen by all parties).5

Advances in technology have made powerful creative tools available
at surprisingly affordable prices. 4K cameras range in price from
hundreds of thousands of dollars down to a few hundred dollars, or
even free with your new smart phone. Companies like Blackmagic
Design have pushed the price envelope downward to the point that
a full 4K camera rig with 15 stops of dynamic range can be purchased
for about $6,000. Many amateur filmmakers have also turned to
their mobile phones. Several companies, like iOgrapher and even
Polaroid, have created tools to enhance mobile-recorded content
via handheld stabilization rigs and, from companies like Luma
Touch, come easy-to-use editing systems. Aerial shots can now be
accomplished through drones costing mere hundreds of dollars.

Like crowdfunding, blockchain is of primary importance to
millennials. Trust and loyalty are hard to come by in this group that
came of age during the recent financial crisis and see corporate
America as purely profit-driven. Blockchain presents an opportunity
for companies to engage with millennials in a way that provides
transparency and trust.6

All this equipment has resulted in fan films coming up several
notches over the past few years. Ones surrounding Star Wars,
Predator, Harry Potter, Star Trek and more create scenes that, in
many ways, are indistinguishable from the major studio product.

For content owners and creators, Blockchain can be used to address
some of the key business challenges in the industry, improve
operations, lower overall costs, create new revenue streams and
even deliver more personalized video.
From an advertiser’s perspective, Blockchain could collect, validate
and maintain a record of data on its key consumers in a more
transparent and accurate manner.7

“There is an inclusive principle according to which
economy works better when it works for everyone,
which means creating platforms for distributed
capitalism, not just a ‘redistributed’ one.”
– Don Tapscott and Alex Tapscott
argue in their book Blockchain Revolution
Jebiga.com

7 - “Blockchain Could Have a Huge Impact on The
Entertainment Industry” Futurism.com, 30/8/17

5 - “Blockchain & Millennials: A Relationship of Trust and Transparency?”
Crowd Valley, 15 /11/16
6 - ibid
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Trend: THE RISE OF THE MACHINE
It’s estimated that true Artificial Intelligence (AI) on par with human intelligence is just two decades away. If this sounds like science fiction to
you consider that, despite fake news and bad bots, we’re increasingly relying on machine learning to do everything from playing Jeopardy to
managing inventory to guiding surgeries worldwide (Just ask IBM’s Watson).

Being Discovered Online

Data lakes are storage repositories
that hold large quantities of raw data
in its native format until it is needed.10

Over 300 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every minute, and
there are 3.25 billion hours of video watched each month.8 Manually
tagging every piece of content and every subsection of content so
that it can be found by asset management software and search
engines is tedious (and expensive). Thus, companies are increasingly
turning to software with artificial intelligence to automatically tag
content with metadata. This is used in the production and post
production process - to manage DRM, production information and
more - as well as the distribution process - to optimize content
for search engines. Another growing segment is auto-recognition
software, from companies like Axle Video, that assist content
developers in search of historic and stock footage and track both
legal (and illicit) content sharing.

Just how big is a petabyte?
It’s the equivalent of 1 million
gigabytes, 20 million 4 drawer
filing cabinets filled with text or
13.3 years in HD Video.11
makeuseof.com

Getting Things Done Securely
On October 21, 2016, an army of millions of connected smart devices
were hacked leading to a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack
that brought the Internet to its knees. Domain Name Service (DNS)
provider Dyn had severe outages of some of its most wellknown
clients including Twitter, Airbnb, Reddit, Netflix, SoundCloud,
Spotify, and Shopify.12 The hackers used the default passwords on
these devices (that the owners hadn’t bothered to change) to create
a botnet—a collection of millions of infected computers that are
used to launch an attack. Unless a major effort is made to change
the architecture of IoT devices to do away with well-known default
passwords, we can expect to see this sort of attack (and much
worse) in the future.13

axlevideo.com

Managing Live Threats
In 2015, E-sports platform Twitch experienced a serious cyber
attack. Ultimately, automatic authorization through YouTube and
Twitter were turned off, and all Twitch users had to change their
passwords. Despite these efforts, some user emails, passwords,
physical addresses and telephone numbers were stolen by hackers
(probably to launch a future phishing attack).14

The Video of Things

In March of 2017, Twitch sent out another notification to
users warning them that some data may have been stolen.15

We now have microphones, sensors and cameras EVERYWHERE.
New security devices and new entertainment platforms allow us to
share the immediacy of our lives - all the while we are sharing our
data with content developers and distributors. Never before, has
data collection been such a key component of content development
and distribution. Every minute of everything we watch on our digital
TVs, mobile phones, and tablets is tracked and tabulated and added
to our customer profile. Walmart collects 2.5 petabytes of data from
1 million customers.9 This giant mountain of information is called
‘Big Data’ and it’s big money. However, this data is only useful
when retailers and content developers can gain valuable customer
insights. Companies are turning to AI and machine learning to
extract those insights and turn data lakes into new opportunities.

Staying ahead of hackers requires dedicated efforts to develop
and deploy software tools that both prevent cybercrimes from
happening and detect them when they do occur. Companies like
Panaccess offer two-way data encryption, digital watermarking
and fingerprinting algorithms for tracking stolen content as well
as a product called Cloud DVB streamer, which uses real time
encryption to secure content transfer during live streaming. Soliton
is another international company with strong tools for content
security. Their FileZen product is designed to securely transfer large
amounts of data such as audio, video, graphics and animation files.

8 - “YouTube Usage Statistics” Brandwatch.com
9 - “How Big Data Analysis helped increase Walmarts Sales turnover?”
DeZyre.com, 23 /5/15
10 - TechTarget.com, 5/2015
11 - “How Much Is A Petabyte?” Mozy.com, 2/7/09

12 - “Massive DDoS Attack Against Dyn DNS Service Knocks Popular Sites
Offline” HackerNews.com, 21/10/2016
13 - “10 Things to Know About the October 21 IoT DDoS Attacks”
Welivesecurity.com, 24/11/6
14 - “Live Streaming, is it Secure or Not?” Vicaption.com
15 - “Twitch Warns Users of Unauthorized Account Access” The Inquirer, 7/3/17
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The Power of the Recommendation
Better understanding of customer wants and needs leads directly
to better recommendations of content and native advertising to
support those needs. That’s the power of a host of new product
recommendation tools from French company Spideo and UK
company Think Analytics, Ltd. Spideo’s content recommendation
and analytics platform provides personalized metrics such as:
mood, profile, theme, social trends and related content. The
platform sifts through mountains of viewer data and then uses AI to
sort out relevant recommendations and present them along with a
rationale for why that content was selected in “natural language” to
content distributors. The thinking here is to let the machine do the
calculating and let the humans simply handle the solutions. Think
Analytics uses a similar approach, optimizing unique personalized
content viewing experiences for VOD, OTT and live linear TV over
multiple platforms like STB, web, IPTV, mobile, tablet and more.
This allows the viewer’s preferences to travel with them wherever
and whenever they like to consume their content, at any given
moment.16

THE FAKE NEWS CHALLENGE is a project launched by a group of
tech industry insiders, academics and journalists to help get fake
news detecting algorithms out in the open.

"If you catch a fake news item in the first few hours you have
a chance to prevent it from spreading, but after 24 hours it
becomes difficult to contain."
— Delip Rao, an organizer of the Fake News Challenge, &
founder of Joostware, which builds machine learning systems19

Fake News and the Death of the Fact
The impact of AI on last year’s U.S. presidential election has been
tremendous, and undoubtedly there are many news stories to
come that will explore what really happened. Political campaigns
worldwide now use bots (software developed to automatically
do tasks online) as a means for ‘enhancing’ or infiltrating social
media traffic. Emilio Ferrara, the University of Southern California
academic who originally exposed the role of bots in the 2016 U.S.
election, has unveiled new information about similar bots that
are being used to spread damaging information about the newly
elected French president Emmanuel Macron, during the heart of the
highly watched French Presidential election.17

Meet Lucy.
AI can be used for good. In May of this year, US start up Equals 3
announced the release of Lucy, a cloud-based cognitive companion
powered by IBM’s well known AI platform, Watson. Built for
Fortune 1000 marketers and advertising/media agencies, Lucy's
groundbreaking technology taps the cognitive computing power
of Watson to address common challenges across research,
segmentation and media planning. A master strategist, Lucy can
inform everything from in-depth market analysis and audience
segmentation to media mix modeling and targeted channel
planning.20

ddoshostingsolutions.com

AI Fun Facts
1. AI bots will power 85% of customer service
interactions by 2020.

U.S. 2016 Presidential Election
Bots Rule Research from Oxford University revealed that
nearly one third of pro-Trump and one fifth of pro-Clinton
tweets were produced by automated accounts.18

2. Amazon, Alphabet, IBM, and Microsoft will
host 60% of AI platforms.
3. Robots may be smarter than humans within
a couple of decades.

AI has a fascinating ability to both create fake news and help sniff
fake news out. Many experts caution that machines aren’t currently
equipped to handle the fake news crisis by themselves. At best,
these machines help humans find and verify potential sources of
fake news more quickly.

4. Gartner estimates that six billion connected
"things" will be actively requesting support
from AI platforms by 2018.21

16 - “Exhibitors Guide" IBC.org
17 - “The Same Twitter Bots that Helped Trump Tried to Sink Macron Researcher
Says” Motherboard.com, 6/7/17
18 - “How Twitter Bots are Shaping the Election” The Atlantic, 1/11/2016
19 - “Humans Can’t Expect AI to Just Fight Fake News for Them” Wired, 15/6/17

20 - “Equals 3 Introduces IBM Watson-Powered LucyTM Solution
for Marketers” Marketwired, 16/5/16
21 - “9 Artificial Intelligence Stats That Will BlowYou Away”
The Motley Fool,10/12/16
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Trend: BLURRED LINES
In the current age of virtual, augmented and mixed reality, internet news, in influencer reviews and live video, the lines among the who, what
and where of content are becoming increasingly blurred. New 4K HDR monitors feature images so real that you're tempted reach out and touch
them. And with special visors, content immerses and surrounds you with crystal clear video and object-oriented audio. With new advances in
projection mapping, dome displays and mobile phones, even large crowds can be immersed in memorable one of a kind experiences together.

Is That TV?

Microsoft

4K and HDR are no longer pipe dreams of the future. The new Ultra
HD sets with 4K resolution and High Dynamic Range (HDR) are
shipping from your local big box store right now. (4K refers to the
approximately 4,000 pixels of horizontal resolution and HDR, or
High Dynamic Range, refers to the amount of contrast found in an
image as well as the way color is represented.) The net result is a
picture so real it feels like looking out a window instead of a screen.

The Reality Spectrum
Both Augmented and Virtual Reality are big business. With VR
hardware, software and content sales skyrocketing, 2016 was
estimated to be Virtual Reality’s first billion-dollar year, and 2017 is
expected to be the big breakout year for Augmented Reality as well.
Both technologies are expected to continue their meteoric rise over
the next decade with worldwide AR and VR revenues expected to
top 120 billion by 2020.

Dolby

Another important milestone of new content format rollouts is the
dramatically increased amount of content available in UHD (4K,
HDR) formats. Ultra HD Blu-Ray players are available for under $200
along with hundreds of movies. Amazon, Netflix and other major
streaming services are also leading the way with the release of UHD
titles.

Techcrunch.com

The Cloud Cure for Data Indigestion
4K and HDR (not to mention VR and AR) are immersive and gorgeous
and incredible data hogs. 4K streams can carry four times as much
data as an HD stream, and a typical VR shoot may capture video,
audio and meta data from as many as 24 cameras simultaneously.
Thankfully, there are exciting new products available in the cloud
that allow you to safely store and manage all this content.
issa.house.gov

There are several key advantages to moving to cloud-based
architecture. Cloud based systems mean that content creators
can spin up and down the exact amount of computing power they
need for any particular project. In addition, companies are starting
to understand the value of a hybrid cloud system which includes
private cloud servers that are under creator’s direct control (say
in a server room on premises) as well as public cloud (say via AWS
servers in a data farm).

Big Co’s Drive The Cloud - Cloud storage and management
systems like Amazon AWS or Microsoft’s Azure work in concert
with workflow management software like IBM’s Aspera and
media management platforms offered by companies like Oracle,
Dalet and Primestream.22

"Fundamentally, we are focused on people connecting
with people they know to do things they would ordinarily
do in real life. Have a game of chess. See a comedy show,
watch some videos."
— Eric Romo, CEO and Founder of Altspace VR23

22 - “The cloud wars explained: Why nobody can catch up with Amazon” Business Insider, 7/11/15
23 - “Social VR: Who Is Going To Get It Right First?” UploadVR, 22/11/16
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Augmented Reality encompasses “heads up” display technology
as you might see in Google Glass or Sony’s Smartglasses. Mixed
Reality incorporates digital elements seamlessly into your realworld environment as you might see in a Magic Leap or Microsoft
HoloLens headset. Virtual Reality immerses the viewer fully into
another world. These definitions are continuously changing as the
hardware and software evolves.

Perhaps the most exciting equipment releases aren’t headsets at
all, but rather new AR-enabled smart phones. In late 2016, Lenovo
released its Phab 2 Pro Android phone which features 3 cameras
for true 3D rendering and Google’s Tango AR technology. Apple
is causing quite a stir in the development world as it offers an SDK
(software development kit) that will bring AR experiences to up to
one billion global iPhone users. The much-anticipated iPhone 8 is in
the wings as an important harbinger of mass AR use.

Since its purchase of Oculus VR for 2 billion in March 2014,
Facebook continues to innovate around immersive content with
its 360 degree video live broadcasting solution. Dubbed Live 360, it
marries Facebook’s existing live streaming features to pre-recorded
360 degree videos. They also recently launched Facebook Spaces, a
virtual reality meeting and interaction space within your Facebook
account where your personalized avatar can interact with up to
three other Facebook friends, or video call others via Messenger.

The “Next Pokémon Go”
In 2016, one little creature drove augmented reality firmly into the
limelight with the record-breaking release of Pokémon Go. The app
uses the device’s camera and geotracking to digitally superimpose
fictional creatures over whatever real-life scenery is displayed on
the screen. With over 500 million downloads in the second half of
2016 and publicity driving Nintendo to record highs on the stock
market, the discussions in boardrooms throughout the country are
likely to center around developing a Pokémon Go-type app for other
products and brands.
Studies indicate the rise in advertising spent utilizing immersive
technologies is driven by a desire for more than positive publicity.
Immersive experiences build brand awareness and drive ad
effectiveness.
digitalglue.eu

Social VR is poised to be the juggernaut that drives massive
adoption to VR for sports programming, education and other
categories, where people can meet from around the world, attend
free live events, and play interactive games with friends.
Another format which will drive VR and AR adoption are location
based VR experiences. Location-based VR is a VR experience by a
user or player who is physically located in a room equipped with
high-end VR devices. These ‘theaters’ or ‘arcades’ are exploding
with major investment across the world. In China VR pods (A
freestanding modular 'POD' that provides VR experiences with
integrated haptics) are up and running in more than 1,000 Chinese
theatres provided by VR promoter 87870.24
pocket-lint.com

IDC predicts augmented and virtual reality will continue
to grow in importance, estimating that 30% of consumerfacing companies in the Forbes Global 2000 will
experiment with the technology as part of their marketing
mix for 2017.25

24 - “Location-based VR, Coming Soon to a Cinema Near You” Medium, 21/8/16
25 - “Advertising, Marketing to Invade Virtual, Augmented Reality in 2017” Investor’s Business Daily, 2/11/16
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Trend: HAVE CONTENT WILL TRAVEL
While broadcasters may breathe a sigh of relief that television is not dead, now is not the time for complacency. Television viewers insist on
watching what they want to watch, when and where they want to watch it. Far from an afterthought, smart current content creators will begin
with a “Digital First” approach.

TV is DEAD (Long Live TV)

Mobile First Studios

While millennials continue to cut cable
cords at an ever-increasing rate, television
content viewership continues to flourish.
Today’s younger viewers still manage to
rack up an astonishing 6 hours of content
viewing per day. These viewers are simply
watching content on their own terms via
their mobile phones and tablets.

Crowded frequency and throttled bandwidth
notwithstanding, mobile is still the place the
vast majority of millennials (and a surprising
large percentage of older adults) want to
consume their content. Content creators are
starting to eye the market with a mobilefirst approach. After selling DreamWorks
Animation for $3.8 billion, Jeffrey Katzenberg,
a global movie executive, announced he’d like
to raise about $2 billion to invest in a new TV
service for the mobile generation. Dubbed
New TV, Katzenberg’s service will have high
production value, but will feature original
shows with episodes no longer than 10 minutes
in length.27

Allthe major platforms including Amazon,
Netflix and Hulu continue to invest
in quality programming that they can
control on their platforms. In the current
entertainment landscape viewers are
unlikely to care or may not even know
what platform is hosting their favorite
show. Over half want simplified search as
well as recommendations and are willing
to pay extra for these services.26 In 2017
we can expect OTT sites to reward these
hungry content consumers with new
search-friendly and curated interfaces.
(OTT stands for “Over The Top” which
simply refers to delivering television and
other video content via the Internet,
over the top of traditional broadcasting
channels.)

Turning Content on its Side
Naturally, advertisers and brand managers
are eager to connect with these cord-cutting
fiercely on-demand viewing millennials.
2016 marked the first year that digital ad
spend surpassed traditional TV ad spend. This
spending is expected to grow from $83 billion
in 2017 to nearly $130 billion by 2021.28 Once
considered the bane of internet video, agencies
are increasingly adopting a vertical frame
format designed to look best on mobile phones
for their ad campaigns. The reason? Less than
30 percent of those on that all important mobile
platform will turn the phone to view a horizontal
video ad.29

The ascendancy of TV everywhere leaves
many content creators with an important
question: Do they create their own
OTT platforms or partner with existing
platforms to deliver their products? HBO
initially resisted the call of OTT and now
its HBO GO is an extremely successful,
monetized, studio-specific OTT channel.
With the dawn of many new technology
companies offering “OTT in a Bbox”
content creators can consider creating
their own OTT platform without a huge
infrastructure investment.

We control the Horizontal
& the Vertical

ariasystems.com

85% of all adults aged 18-49 are using multiple
devices at the same time, and a full two-thirds of
all YouTube viewers are watching on a separate
screen while viewing TV at home.30 This
presents unique opportunities for advertisers
to connect with consumers simultaneously
on multiple devices. Automatic content
recognition software, such as that offered by
Microsoft or Gracenote, allow second screen
devices to listen to televisions and listen for
familiar content. Complementary ads can then
be simultaneously served to both screens.

28 - “How Vertical Video is Transforming Digital Advertising”

26 - “Networks Beware: 54 Percent of Millennials have 'Show Dumped' When
Content Becomes Too Difficult to Access” The Drum, 19/10/16
27 - “Media Exec Jeffrey Katzenberg is Looking for $2 Billion to Create a

Adaptly, 24/8/17
29 - “Publishers Shift Focus to Vertical Video” Digital Content Next, 18/7/17
30 -“5 Online Video Trends to Inform Your 2017 Media Plan”

Mobile –first TV Service” CNBC, 19/7/17
8

ThinkwithGoogle.com, 9/16

netinsight.net

Products like Net Insight’s Sye True Live OTT also allow the viewer to use OTT to gain greater control over their viewing experiences. The tool
not only offers ultra low latency OTT transmission so that TV broadcasts and OTT streams stay in sync, but also allows the viewer to choose
their favorite viewing angle, race car or athlete to view.31

Will 5G Find us the Bandwidth Required?

3dnews.ru

4G (which stands for 4th Generation transmission) made a lot of
things on the Internet possible—including 4K delivery of video
content. But there’s only so much bandwidth to go around, and
that bandwidth is rapidly filling up. In 2017 over 74 percent of the
available bandwidth is expected to be dedicated to video traffic.
Facebook alone accounts for more than 8 billion video views from
500 million viewers per day.
This leads us to 5G (which stands for 5th generation) transmission.
While not yet a standard, it is expected to dramatically increase
the available bandwidth for video transmission. While several
different technologies are being explored, the primary tool for
increasing available bandwidth is going to a higher frequency on
the available spectrum band using a technology called millimeter
waves. The upside: higher frequencies carry more data (the waves
are closer together). The downside: higher frequency waves often
have difficulty traveling through obstacles like buildings or trees.
Thankfully 5G researchers are considering other technologies like
small cells (which allow more complex routing around solid objects),
massive simultaneous inputs and outputs (MIMO), beamforming
(an intelligence system that helps data beams find the most efficient
path in which to travel) and full duplexing (which allows data to flow
bi-directionally rather than one direction at a time). There’s a fair
amount of technical work to be done, however, there are so many
billions of dollars riding on the requirement for more bandwidth
that this work is proceeding at a rapid pace.32

mog-technologies.com

31 - “IBC 2017: Net Insight to Showcase ‘Glass to Glass’ Offerings” SVG Blog, 17/8/17
32 - “Everything You Need to Know About 5G” IEEE Spectrum, 27/1/17
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Trend: COMING TO YOU LIVE
Brought to you LIVE by a Crowd Near You

Why focus on live streaming?

User Generated Content is bigger than ever, and now, it’s coming
to you live. 2016 was a pivotal year for all things live: YouTube Live
launched and viewings of live video grew by 80%.33 And of course,
Facebook Live was launched to all U.S. iPhone users in January of
2016 resulting in 500 million people now watching Facebook videos
every day.34

• 42% of the coveted millennials group have
created live content, and 63% have watched it,
making this the largest audience for live video.37

During the pregnancy of world-famous giraffe, April, Animal
Adventure Park’s live YouTube views topped 232 million. With over
7.6 billion minutes of live viewing time, it was the second most live
viewed channel inYouTube history.35 This year’s total solar eclipse was
reportedly the most viewed in human history, with NASA’s website
reporting 4.4 million viewers at the midpoint of its live stream.36

• Facebook Live videos rack up three times as
much viewing time as videos that aren’t live.39

• Live content on Facebook garners 10 times as
many comments as regular videos.38

Picking Your Platform
As live video grows in popularity, content creators are challenged to
pick the proper platform for their content. Facebook Live? Instagram
Stories? Snapchat? Each platform has its strengths.40 Facebook Live
seems to favor longer form content - like event coverage, auctions
and live chat - and has the strongest metrics available for creator
review - including total views, minutes viewed and live broadcaster
information. For brands that don’t already have a Snapchat
audience, Instagram features live content near the top of the app
which is a strong reason for posting there. As the second most used
platform among US users, Snapchat continues to grow41 and roll out
new tech features. An area to watch — Snapchat’s recent filing for a
patent for augmented reality advertising.42

Adventure Park

Live.me and Musical.ly are examples of newer start-ups entering
the fray with Asian influenced graphics and icons ontop of live
streams. In some of these models, viewers can give digital assets to
the ‘live’ creators that can be converted to real cash. Live.me users
can purchase emojis for their favorite live creators who could just be
streaming a day in their life. Musical.ly is a karaoke style platform
where creators lipsync to favorite
songs and fans copy what they do
and post. Musical.ly is monetizing
from advertising and from parts
of the revenue generated by song
purchases off the platform.
This year, a Live.me creator
named Kristina Plisko earned
some of the highest income on the
platform. Her total at the top of the
year was 32.1 M diamonds which is
approximately equal to $157,292.43

YouTube.com; PBS

YouTube.com; Live.me

33 - “YouTube Live Video Views are on the Rise as Google Takes on Facebook and
Snapchat” Business Insider, 30/8/16
34 - “Facebook Says Video Is Huge — 100-Million-Hours-Per-Day Huge”
Recode, 27/1/16
35 - “The Miracle of Live” YouTube Official Blog, 17/4/17
36 - “America’s Solar Eclipse Might have been the Most Watched in History”
Vox, 22/8/17
37 - “How Are Internet Users Watching Live Streaming?” eMarketer, 17/1/17

38 - “Facebook Won’t Pay Publishers for Live Videos Any More”
Business Insider, 18/1/17
39 - “The Top 13 Facebook Live Statistics You Should Know” Mediakix, 18/7/17
40 - “Navigating the New Waters of Live Content” Marketing Land, 12/10/16
41 - “5 Snapchat Statistics That Prove Its Power” Convince and Convert, 2016
42 - “Snapchat Applies for Patent to Serve Ads by Recognizing Objects in your
Snaps” The Verge, 18/7/16
43 - “How Much Can You Earn In Live.me” Start It Up India, 2/2017
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Catching the (Video) Game on TV
— E-sports Mature
Once considered the purview of ubergamers and supergeeks, live
video game viewing is very big business with early market leader
Twitch (purchased by Amazon for a cool $970 million) boasting 9.7
million daily active users and over 2 million users actively streaming
per month.
Twitch ranks 84th on Alexa’s list of most popular web pages (one spot
ahead of The New York Times)44 and has streamed 241,441,823,059
total minutes (or 459,366 years) with the average user watching over
100 minutes per day.
In fact, the record for the largest number of concurrent viewers for a
single stream was set by professional Esports team ELEAGUE TV in
2017 with over 1 million simultaneous viewers.45
Esports is a lucrative business, not just for the platforms, but also for
the players. The International Dota 2 Championship has a purse of
nearly $21 million dollars — roughly twice the payout of the Masters.
Last year’s winning team split a total of $9 million among its five
gamers — not a bad payout for a computer gamer.46
Worldwide Esports revenues, fueled in large part by advertising and
sponsorships, are expected to top $1 billion by 2019.47

Is 5G the Answer to the Overcrowded Spectrum?
When it comes to the Video of Things and live streaming one fact is
clear: it’s getting very crowded out there in that spectrum. Over 50
percent of the world population is living in urban areas where the WiFi
situation is continually worsening. In most countries, WiFi lives in an
unregulated area of the spectrum. These are frequency bands which
are limited by power ratings (say 2-5 GHz) but do not require specific
licensing or allocation. Additionally, many cellular companies are now
dumping data in the WiFi spectrum and the road gets pretty crowded
indeed.48 Many are looking hopefully at 5G as a solution to the woes
created by masses of people streaming 4K content to mobile and
home devices.
What is 5G? It’s the one after 4G. Seriously 5G simply refers to the
next generation of digital transmission standards to come after the
4th Generation standard. While several groups are working on it, 5G
is not yet a standard. It refers not to a single technology, but rather
a group of technologies. According to the Groupe Speciale Mobile
Association (GSMA), to qualify for 5G a connection should meet most
of these eight criteria:
1. One to 10 Gbps connections to end points in the field
2. One millisecond end-to-end round trip delay

Naturally there is a fair amount of disagreement among various
groups over which of these criteria to prioritize. For device
manufacturers, long battery life and lower power consumption
are key requirements. Naturally, mobile platform providers are
interested in the increased number of connected devices, coverage
and available bandwidth. Time will tell how the standards shake out.
In the meantime, several companies throughout the world have
launched trials. Fueled by future Olympics events, South Korea
and Japan are frontrunners in wired broadband. AT&T, Ericsson,
Verizon and Nokia are also early entrants to the space.

3. 1000x bandwidth per unit area
4. 10 to 100x number of connected devices
5. (Perception of) 99.999 percent availability
6. (Perception of) 100 percent coverage
7. 90 percent reduction in network energy usage
8. Up to ten-year battery life for low power, machine-type
devices49

44 - “What to Expect from the Booming eSports Industry in 2017” Sports Illustrated, 9/2/17
45 - Twitchstats.net
46 - “What to Expect from the Booming eSports Industry in 2017” Sports Illustrated, 9/2/17
47 - “Esports Revenues will Reach $696 Million this Year and Grow to $1.5 Billion by 2020 as Brand Investment Doubles”
New Zoo, 14/2/17
48 - “Why WiFi Stinks — and How to Fix It” IEEE Spectrum, 28/6/16
49 - “What is 5G? Everything you Need to Know About 5G” Techworld, 13/3/17
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Seek to Solve

A Post IBC Masters Workshop
An agile-inspired workshop where we seek out the most valuable insights
observed at lnfoComm that can be applied to solve your most pressing
business, marketing, content and/or product challenge.
Contact Us to Learn More!
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